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ON THE SPATIAL GRAPH

BY KAZUAKI KOBAYASHI

In this article we will explain about spatial graph. Spatial graph is a spatial presen-
tation of a graph in the 3-dimensional Euclidean space R3 or the 3-sphere S3. That is,
for a graph G we take an embedding / : G —» R3, then the image G := f(G) is called a
spatial graph of G. So the spatial graph is a generalization of knot and link. For example
the figure 0 (a), (b) are spatial graphs of a complete graph with 4 vertices.

(a) (b)
Fig. 0.

Spatial graph theory has an application for molecular biology or stereochemistry to
distinguish topological isomer. In this paper we will assume all homeomorphisms and
embeddings piecewise linear or edgewise differentiate unless otherwise is stated. To
distinguish spatial graphs there are nine equivalence relations among them;

(1) ambient isotopic (2) homeomorphic as a pair

(3) cobordant (4) isotopic

(5) /-equivalent (6) graph homotopic

(7) weakly graph homotopic (8) graph homologous

(9) Z2 graph homologous.

Those definitions are as follows. Let / , < / * £ ? — » R3 be spatial presentations of G and
/ = [0,1] a unit interval.

Then / and g are
(1) ambient isotopic if there is a level preserving locally flat embedding Φ : G x / —*

R3 x / between / and g that is, Φ(G,0) = /(G), Φ(G,1) = g(G),
(2) homeomorphic as a pair if there is a homeomorphism Φ : (R3, /(G)) —> (R3, g(G)),
(3) cobordant if there is a locally flat embedding Φ : G x / — > R 3 x / between / and

<t>
(4) isotopic if there is a level preserving embedding Φ : G x / —» R x I between /

and g,
(5) /-equivalent if there is an embedding Φ : G x / —> R3 x / between / and g,
(6) graph homotopic if g is obtained from / by a series of self-crossing changes and
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ambient isotopies,
(7) weakly graph homotopic if g is obtained from / by a series of crossing changes of

adjacent edges and ambient isotopies,
(8) graph homologous if there is a locally flat embedding Φ : (G x 7) ft (J Si —> R3 x /

with Φ(G x {0}) C R3 x {0} and Φ(G x {!}) C R3 x {1} where Sf is a closed
orientable surface and Si is attached on Int(e x /) for an edge e £ E(G) by the
connected sum and

(9) 7i2 graph homologous if in (8) Si may be non-orientable.

THEOREM 1 ([Tl]). The relations among the above equivalence relations are as
follows;

(3)

(i)

(2)

Fig. 1.

And those are examples showing the differences for these equivalence relations (Fig-
ure 2).

r\ (3)

(5)

(6)

o
o

Fig. 2.

(8)

(9)
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By the above examples, in general a spatial graph G contains a set of non-trivial
knots and links. This means that to distinguish spatial graphs we can use all invariants for
knots and links such as; fundamental group, Alexander polynomial, Con way polynomial,
Jones polynomial, 2-variable Jones polynomial, Kauffman polynomial, linking number,
unknotting number, genus of knot, signature of knot, torsion number, Milnor μ- and
μ-invariant etc. And these invariants are well known by knot theorists.

On the other hand there are several invariants directly defined for spatial graphs.
Those are; fundamental group, Alexander polynomial, Kauffman polynomial, Yamada
polynomial, Topological symmetry group, 1st kind Taniyama invariant, Taniyama-Wu
group and 2nd kind Taniyama invariant. In this paper we'll explain Topological symme-
try group and 1st and 2nd kind Taniyama invariants.

Topological symmetry group of a spatial graph G.

Let Aut(G) be the group of automorphisms of a graph G and G = f(G) a spatial
graph of G where / : G — * R3 is an embedding. And let

TSG"ί"(G) = {r G Aut(G)|<^o/ = for for an orientation preserving homeomorphism
φ of R3}

TSG~(G) — {r E Aut(G)| * oφ o / = for where * is an orientation reversing
involution of R3}
And let TSG(G) = TSG+(G) UTSG"(G).

PROPOSITION 2. (1) If G is a planejraph, TSG^(G) = TSG"(G).
(2) If G is a non-planar graph, TSG+ (G) ΠTSG~(G) = 0 for any spatial graph G of

G.

So we consider as TSG+(G) = TSG+(G) x {id.} and TSG"(G) = TSG"(G) x {*}.
Then we may consider TSG(G) as a subgroup of Aut(G) x Z2.

PROPOSITION 3. Let GJbe a graph. Then
(1) for any spatial graph G ofG, TSG(G) = Aut(G) x Z2 if and only if G is a forest,

i.e. 1st Betti number βι(G) = 0,
(2) there is a spatial graph G of G such that TSG(G) = Aut(G) x Z2 if and only if

G is a planar graph, ^
(3) there is a spatial graph G of G such that TSG(G) = {e} if and only if G has not

a vertex v with deg(v) — 1 or 2,
(4) for any spatial graph G ofG, TSG(G) = {e} if and only if G contains a subgraph

homeomorphic to K$ or K$p and Aut(G) = {e}.

This is a characterization of graphs by TSG.
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Examples.

cV?\^

^̂ ~ξ̂>
TSG(VG) =; Aut(G) x Z2 >^ TSG(*Γ4)~{e}

~ Z2

TSG(VG) - Aut(G) X Z2

TSG(VG) ~ {e}

Fig. 3.

And there are some results for TSG of some spatial graphs.
Before stating the result, we'll define the standard spatial graph of a pseudo Hamilton

graph and the composition of groups.
Standard spatial graph (presentation) of a pseudo Hamilton graph.
Let G be a pseudo Hamilton graph, that is, a graph with a path Δ containing all

vertices of G. We call such a path Δ a Hamilton path. Let Bp be a book with p sheets
and the binder Ξ (Figure 4).

Fig. 4.

Take an embedding φ : (G, Δ) —> (Bp,Ξ) satisfying the following conditions;
(1) For any edge e € E(G] - £(Δ), φ(e) C Pi for a sheet P;.
(2) For any sheet Pi, there is at least one edge e G E(G) - E(Δ) with φ(e)C Pi.

Then we call φ (or φ(G)) a book presentation of G with respect to a Hamilton path
Δ (briefly B.P.H. Δ). When the number of sheets, p, is minimum, min{p|<£ : (G, Δ)
—> (BP,Ξ) a B.P.H. Δ}, We call φ(G) a standard spatial graph of G and denote it

G*=φ(G).

Composition of groups.
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Let X and Y be finite sets of order m and n respectively. And let A and B be
permutation groups acting on X and Y respectively. Then the composition A[B] of A
and B is defined and acting on X x Y as follows; For elements α £ A, 61,62, , bm £

5, (α;&ι,ί>2, ,&m) G A[J3] and the action is defined by (α; 61,62, * , &m) (**>%') =
(αzfΛ fy ).

Topological symmetry group of some spatial graphs.

PROPOSITION 4. (1) (Mason) If G is a plane graph, TSG(G) = Aut(G) x Z2.
(2) (Yoshimatsu [Y]) For G = K*> or K3>3) TSG(G*) = Aut(G) where & is a

standard spatial graph of G. ^

(3) (Motohashi (see [K-T])) For any spatial graph Kn of Kn (n > 6), ΎSG(Kn) C

Aut(Kn) by the projection pr : TSG(G) C Aut(G) x Z2 -» Aut(G).

PROPOSITION 5 (Toba [Toba]). (1) TSG(A'6*) = 52[53].

(2) There is a spatial KQ such that TSG(^) C TSG(^*).

(3) For any KG, |TSG(#β)| < |TSG(#β*)|.

1st kind Taniyama invariant.
This is an invariant for spatial graphs and defined by Taniyama ([T3]) which is a

generalization of Arf invariant of knot.

DEFINITION 6. Let G be a finite graph, Γ = Γ(G) the set of all cycles of G and
Zn = Z/nZ the additive group of order n. Let ω : Γ — *• Zn be a map which we call a
weight on Γ and / : G — »• R3 a spatial presentation of G. Then we define αω(/) by

where a^(K) is the coefficient of z1 in the Con way polynomial VK(Z) °f a knot K.

DEFINITION.?. For an edge e of a graph G, we give an arbitrary orientation and Γe

is a subset of Γ which consists of cycles containing the edge e, Γe := {7 G Γ|γ D e}. We
give an orientation to each 7 G Γe by the orientation of e. Then we say that the weight

ω : Γ — » Zn balanced on e if the homological sum Στ€re
 ω(τ)τ = 0 in /?ι(G : Zn). This

dose not depend on the orientation of e.

THEOREM 8 ([T3]). Let ω : Γ —» Zn 6e an weight which is balanced on each edge
3. TΛew a^ 25 a graph homotopy invariant. That

are graph homotopic, then aω(f) = cxω(g) (mod n).
of G. Then aω is a graph homotopy invariant. That is, if two embeddings f,g : G —» R

DEFINITION 9. Let eι,β2 be adjacent edges of G. We give an arbitrary orientation

to ei and let Γeι,e2 = {7 € Γ|γ D eι,e2} be a set of cycles of G containing ei and
62- We give an orientation to each 7 E Γei ;e2 by the orientation of e\. We say that an
weight ω : Γ —> Zn is balanced on a pair of adjacent edges eι,β2 if

inJϊ ι(G:Z n ) .
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THEOREM 10 ([T3]). Let ω : T(G)^ Zn be an weight that is balanced on each pair
of adjacent edges of G. Then aω is an weakly graph homotopy invariant. That is, if
embeddings /, g : G — » R are weakly graph homotopic, then aω(f) = cxω(g) (mod n).

We call α 1st kind Taniyama invariant.

Taniyama- Wu group and 2nd kind Taniyama invariant.
Let G be an arbitrary oriented finite graph and A(G) a free abelian group over Z

generated all pair of disjoint edges b^ = (e»,ej) (et Π e3 = 0) of G where 6jt = b^. For
any pair of edges ei GE(G) and vertex Vj G V(G) (vj £ et ), (e,-,^-), we define an element
r(i,j) of A(G) as follows; if the oriented edges e^ι,ejk2, ,£ku go out from the vertex
Vj, the oriented edges en, 612, ,eιv come into the vertex Vj and the oriented edges

, £m2 ) * ' * j emw joint with the vertex Vj and the terminal vertex of et , then r(i, j) :=

=ι(e*p»eO - Σϊ=ι(eig>e» ) And if VJ is a terminal vertex of e, , then r(i, j) = 0.

Example. For the following Figure 5, r(i, j) = (ei, e<) - (e3, e<) - (e7) e, ) + (eio, e<)

Let R(G) be a subgroup of A(G) generated by all r(ijys.

DEFINITION 11. We call the qoutient group, L(G) := A(G)/R(G), Taniyama-Wu
group.

For a diagram of an oriented spatial graph, we define the sign ε(P) of a crossing
point P as figure 6.

e(P) = +1 e(P) = -1
Fig. 6

DEFINIITON 12. Let G be an arbitrarily oriented finite graph and / : G — >• R3 a
spatial presentation. Take a pair, bi} = (ej,e,), of disjoint edges e, ,ej (βj Γ\e} = 0), and

let an = E/ 6/(βθn/(e,) ε(p) We define

and take an equivalence class £(f) := [/(/)] in L(G).
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THEOREM 13 ([T2]). Two spatial graph fι(G), h(G) are graph homologous if and

We call £(/) 2nd kind Taniyama invariant.
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